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This paper introduces spatial-location models into the economics of religion. We offer a new explanation for the observed tendency of state (monopoly) churches to locate toward the ‘low-tension’ end of the ‘strictness continuum’; obtained through the conjunction of ‘benevolent preferences’ (denominations care about the aggregate utility of members) and asymmetric costs of going to a more or less strict church than one prefers. We derive implications regarding the relationship between religious strictness and membership. Religious market interactions and asymmetric costs of membership, highlight new explanations for some well-established stylised facts, opening the way to new empirical comparisons with more traditional explanations.

The literature of economic analysis of religion is very scarce. Armed with the tools of economic theory, the economics of religion attempts to address issues that were previously confined to other social sciences: the determinants of religious belief and behaviour, the nature and behaviour of religious institutions, and the economic impact of religion. The recent Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics issue on economics of religion, edited by Schlicht (1997), is clear evidence of a growing interest in these problems within economics.¹

A relevant question and possibly an explanation for the slow start of the economics of religion is the controversy over the importance of religion in a world characterised by the modern life style. On one hand, many authors talk about the secularisation movement and the decline of religion (Martin, 1978). The collapse of religious practice in both Ireland and Poland in the 1990s seems to be evidence of that. However, Iannaccone (1994b, 1995b), having in mind the reality of the U.S., remarks that empirical research has repeatedly proven secularisation to be false. Another well-documented fact is that (monopoly) churches exhibit more liberal positions. In the explanation of these stylised facts, it is obviously important to consider how societies and individual attitudes toward religion evolve. It is equally relevant, however, to see churches as entities (organisations) that make decisions and evolve as well. Thus, both ‘demand-side’ and ‘supply-side’ elements concur to our understanding.

The contemporary seminal paper by Azzi and Ehrenberg (1975), followed by Ehrenberg (1977) and Sullivan (1985), created the starting point for the most recent literature on this issue. This literature is typically based on Becker’s theory of household production. Individuals allocate their time and goods among religious and secular commodities so as to maximise lifetime and afterlife utility. Church attendance and religious participation aim at afterlife consumption. This

* We are grateful to Tim Besley, Ricardo Ferreira, Laurence Iannaccone, two referees and the Editor, Christopher Bliss for helpful suggestions. The usual disclaimer applies.

1 One should, however, distinguish between economics of religion and religious economics, which consists of looking at economics from a religious perspective: Kuran (1994) presents a discussion of these two different approaches.
assumption implies a strong restriction on the way religious commodities enter utility functions. The empirical support for this theory is mixed. Iannaccone (1998) concludes that it seems clear that the opportunity cost of time affects religious participation. It is less clear if afterlife expectations explain changes in religious behaviour.

More recently, Iannaccone (1990, 1995a) and Durkin and Greeley (1991) have applied Becker’s theory of human capital to discuss religious behaviour as (rational or myopic) addiction rather than justifying participation on afterlife expectations. In his review of the literature, Iannaccone (1998) argues that the various predictions based on this theory have strong empirical support.

These two theories propose a rational explanation for religious preferences and participation. These are ‘demand-side theories’ in the sense that they suggest economic explanations for church attendance and affiliation, but they do not address the existence of churches per se.

Two main ‘supply side’ models have been developed to explain the existence of churches. Some scholars have posited that a church is a business firm that maximises profits; Anderson et al. (1992), Davidson and Ekelund (1997) and Ekelund et al. (1989, 1992, 1996) analyse the actions of the Roman Catholic church as a corporation aiming at monopolising the religious market by regulating social norms (eg, sin and redemption), eliminating competition (eg, the Crusades) or controlling usury and exchange doctrines, scientific innovations or the marriage market. Yet another possibility in this context is to consider a more selfish objective function: a church maximises the revenues from rent-seeking.²

This is not, however, the only approach that provides insight into the determinants of the religious ‘supply side’. An alternative view is to posit that a church maximises the welfare of its members as in Iannaccone (1988, 1992) and Zdeski and Zech (1992). Cassone and Marchese (1999) extensively discuss this approach. They argue that a church is a heterogenous club that pursues enlargement within a set of constraints. In particular, the members of the clergy are agents of the club. The need to align the interests of the clergy with those of the church constrains the growth of the church. A church is seen as a benevolent organisation (i.e. it cares for the welfare of its members) but not their agents. Consequently, contributions to the church must be used to monitor and limit the discretion of the clergy.

Considerations of the existence of free riders and monitoring costs can be found in Iannaccone (1988, 1992, 1994a) and Montgomery (1996a). Club-theoretic models of high-cost sects and easygoing churches aim at integrating a large body of evidence. In particular, they argue that sects are smaller because monitoring costs increase with group size. Conversely, large churches have less demanding standards because monitoring is low. More liberal standards are a consequence of the fact that state churches are captured either by liberal clergy or by wealthy laypersons. In this paper, we uncover another explanation where location in the religious market is driven by external market forces rather than an internal lobbying game.

² A similar view seems to be proposed in Hull and Bold (1989), Stonebraker (1993) and Schmidtchen and Mayer (1997).
We make several contributions to the growing literature on the economics of religion. First, we explicitly introduce spatial location models into the economics of religion. Our analysis formalises some informal arguments already present in the literature (Stark and Bainbridge, 1985, 1987; Finke and Stark, 1988, 1992). The specific nature of churches advises us to use a modified Hotelling model. Only with explicit recognition of strategic interaction can we understand reactions of existing churches to emerging sects.

Our second contribution is a new explanation for the fact that (monopoly) churches tend to be more liberal. Our explanation results from two observations: people may have a different attitude toward joining a more or less (religious) strict church than one prefers; and, churches care about aggregate welfare of their members. We offer an alternative to the ‘capture theory’, where (monopoly) churches’ choices are determined by individuals who prefer low religious strictness (Cassone and Marchese, 1999).

Our third contribution is to show that a more liberal trend in main (monopoly) churches can be the outcome of a change from compulsory to voluntary membership. This complements the more usual explanation based in change of preferences.

Our fourth contribution is to provide an explanation for the relationship between religious strictness and membership. It is not clear that multi-denominational societies where there is no dominant church have higher participation rather than mono-denominational societies. In our model, when there is more than one church, it is ambiguous if the proportion of people participating in religion is higher than when there is only one church. The rationale is that a less conservative church faces competitive pressure by both more conservative and more liberal groups.

Our paper also provides alternative rationales for historical events and practices, for the relationship between church strictness and membership, and for the difficulty of the Catholic church becoming more liberal. Whereas the rationale for church doctrine (e.g. concerning sin and purgatory) provided by Ekelund et al. (1996) is rent-seeking, we propose religious competition as an economic rationale for the observed changes.

This paper is a contribution to the theory of church location in the strictness space by applying the neoclassical theory of firm location. We propose a theory of church choice of strictness location, given religious preferences. We argue in this paper that neoclassical firm theory may also be of relevance in understanding some well-documented stylised facts such as the higher religious strictness of sects with respect to existing churches.

The basic ingredients we want to focus on are religious preferences of people and church’s choice of religious strictness, given these preferences. To model this, a version of the Hotelling (1929) model of horizontal product differentiation seems well suited. The church’s choice of strictness depends on the preferences of the population, that is, the church responds to wishes of the population: a stricter church emerges when the population is itself stricter on average. We also define a non-church by being a dummy firm with strictness zero. It constitutes our first departure from the usual models of product differentiation. We consider that costs
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of not having the most-preferred variety of church strictness are asymmetric: the cost of belonging to a stricter church than the most preferred one is different from the one of joining a more lenient church. This feature is our second important departure from the standard Hotelling model.

The basic model is introduced in Section 1. In Section 2, we analyse the case of two churches. In Section 3, we discuss the case of one church and one sect: we define a church as a leader and the sect as a follower, and show that the church becomes stricter when the sect threatens to or actually enters the market. The main conclusions are in Section 4.

1. Basic Model with One Church

Let us consider the usual Hotelling process of formation of a ‘community’ of customers around a seller or, in our case, of individuals around a church which provides a local public good.

The introduction of spatial-location models into the economics of religion finds support within the rational-choice sociologists of religion. In particular, Stark and Bainbridge (1985, 1987) and Finke and Stark (1988, 1992) have argued that various socio-demographic variables determine an individual’s preferred type of religion; given the distribution of these preferences, denominations compete with each other over various ‘niches’ in the religious market. Our location model seems the ‘natural’ way of formalising the Finke–Stark–Bainbridge paradigm.

An important assumption of our analysis is that preferences can be represented by a unidimensional variable that we have defined as religious strictness. In other words, the church’s decision-making problem is solved by defining a position in that unidimensional space. It seems to us that such assumption is at least as compelling as the usual assumption in Political Science that parties choose a political platform from left to right. Religious strictness is obviously a variable that averages different items of a religious doctrine as shown in Iannaccone (1994a).

However, we recognise that it excludes important factors that seem to be relevant to explain the demand for religious goods (and not correlated with religious strictness) like geographical location, ‘local’ versus ‘national’ markets, ‘rural’ versus ‘urban’ markets.

A second important assumption of our analysis, also common in political science, is that denominations move left or right at zero cost (we do not consider the possibility of ‘inertia’). If the movement requires a denomination to add or subtract or alter doctrines while preserving consistency, change in denominational position seems far more problematic than our model proposes.

Our analysis in this paper has been directly concerned with what we could call a rational theory of religious doctrine rather than management of a religious movement. In such perspective, religious strictness seems to be the relevant variable as an instrument of doctrine analysis. An empirical analysis of religious

---

3 Focusing on local markets, Finke and Stark (1988, 1992) push a non-standard claim that religious participation is higher in cities than rural areas because high population encourages more entry into the local religious market.
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strictness can be found in Iannaccone (1994a). Considering several important variables as distinctiveness, church attendance, church contributions, membership in church-affiliated groups, biblical literalism or belief in afterlife, Iannaccone following previous work by sociologists proposes a reassuring ranking for US religious denominations from liberal denominations (Episcopal, Methodist, Presbyterian and the United Church of Christ), followed by moderates (Evangelical Lutheran, Reformed Church, Disciples of Christ, American Baptist and Catholic), and conservatives (Missouri Synod Lutheran, Southern Baptist and Quaker) to ultraconservative sects (Nazarene, Assemblies of God, Seventh Day Adventist, Mormon and Jehovah's Witness). The location of individuals on the strictness line represents their own preferences on religion.  

Formally, individuals have a preference for religious strictness $x$ which takes a value from zero to one (maximal strictness). Religious strictness is distributed according to a density distribution function $g(x)$ with distribution function $G(x)$. The value of zero strictness is taken here as the choice of not having a religion. 

Consider the case of a church’s single choice. This church is going to be located at $a$, that is, this church is going to choose a religious strictness given by $a$. The church provides a local public good which yields a gain $y$ to all those who decide to consume this good.  

An individual located at $x$ less than $a$ has a cost $t(a - x)$ to join such church and an individual located at $x$ greater than $a$ has a cost $t'(x - a)$. We do not impose any particular order relation between $t$ and $t'$. It may be the case that $t < t'$; the cost of joining a church stricter than one favours is smaller than the cost of joining a church less strict than one favours. Alternatively, it may be the case that $t > t'$; the cost of joining a church stricter than one favours is greater than the cost of joining a church less strict than one prefers. The consideration of asymmetric transport costs constitutes a first departure from the traditional Hotelling location model.  

According to this characterisation, an individual located to the right of $a$ has a payoff $y - t'(x - a)$, and individual located to the left of $a$ has a payoff $y - t(a - x)$. 

The church acts as a benevolent planner, benevolent because it cares about the welfare of the ‘insiders’; the objective function to be maximised is the sum of the gains minus the costs of those joining this church. Consequently, the welfare of ‘outsiders’ is ignored by the church. We consider that a church derives utility from individual welfare of its members.  

It is important to note the difference between preferences over church strictness and religious beliefs. A useful discussion can be found in Montgomery (1996b). 

As in the usual economic fashion, we have assumed that a religious denomination is a unitary actor with coherent preferences. As industrial economics has recognised the importance of organisation theory and institutional economics, most decisions in religious organisations are the outcome of bargaining between various factions. See Montgomery (1996a) for a model in which the median voter determines a religion’s location. 

On the use of asymmetric transport costs, although in a different context, see Nilssen (1997) and Nilssen and Sorgard (1998). Technically, our modelling approach to the cost function imposes discontinuity of the derivative at zero. This is not essential and the analysis can be performed without it, at the cost of exposition clarity. 

As supported by Iannaccone (1988).
have exactly the same analysis as under our assumption. Another interpretation is
that the church cares about worship, and the ‘insiders’ are willing to pray more if
their welfare is higher.

Other objective functions could be considered. An even more benevolent
church would maximise the welfare of both ‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders’, independ-
ently of their decision concerning membership (more on this below). Such a
church would care only about minimising total transport costs. Although appar-
ently appealing, this possible objective function has an implicit assumption: the
church must value more some individuals when they choose the non-church than
when they are affiliated with the church.

A third possibility is that a church simply maximises the number of members
independently of the value of the local public good they produce and the costs of
joining the church borne by its members.8

An important assumption in our model is that membership and participation
are equivalent. Individuals decide on which church to join, and not the allocation
of time or wealth to religious activities as in the ‘demand-side’ theories. Con-
sequently, we do not consider different degrees of participation.

Suppose that joining the church is compulsory; everyone in this population
must join this church. In this case, the church objective coincides with total
welfare because the ‘insiders’ are the entire population. The church objective
function is

\[ V = \int_0^a [y - t(a - x)] g(x) dx + \int_a^1 [y - t'(x - a)] g(x) dx. \]  

(1)

One uses a linear transformation of \( V \) derived from dividing it by \( t + t' \), allowing us
to write the church’s objective function as

\[ V = \int_0^a [v - \alpha(a - x)] g(x) dx + \int_a^1 [v - (1 - \alpha)(x - a)] g(x) dx \]  

(2)

where \( v = y/(t + t') \) and \( \alpha = t/(t + t') \). It is assumed that \( V \) is positively valued. A
sufficient (but not necessary) condition for a positively valued objective function is
obviously \( v > 1 \): the gain provided by the public good is greater than the cost of
consuming it for all individuals. To avoid cluttering our analysis with too many
technical conditions, we assume \( g(x) \) to follow a uniform distribution of density
one (that is, \( g(x) = 1 \)). For exposition purposes, we will keep the general notation
throughout.9

The first-order condition is

---

8 This last alternative seems to be the one with less empirical or anecdotal support. See Iannaccone

9 Most of the analysis can be extended to a general (continuous) distribution function, provided it
meets some conditions. This assumption of the uniform distribution allows for closed-form solutions.
The more general characterisation can be found at http://ppbarros.fe.unl.pt/papers.html, or on
request.
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The optimal location of this church is given by \( G(a) = 1 - \alpha. \)

Under the assumption that \( t < (>) t', \) we derive that \( \alpha < (>) 1/2, \) and so the optimal church location is at a point to the right (left) of the median. In the particular case \( t = t', \) the optimal location is the median. This is consistent with intuition: it locates closer to the customers who have a higher transport cost.

The optimal location is independent of the gain \( v \) because it is the same for each member and all members of society must belong to the church. The same does not apply to the cost which varies across individuals.

The assumption of all individuals in a society joining a church can be relaxed. It may have not been the case in the past, but currently in the Western world, individuals are free to make up their own minds. In particular, they may choose to have no religion. Accordingly, let us introduce the concept of a non-church. Belonging to a non-church is equivalent to saying that individuals choose a religion with zero strictness. As a consequence, the strictness location of the non-church is zero by definition. This non-church produces a different local public good which is also valued as \( v, \) and an individual located at \( x \) joining this non-church bears a cost \( t'x. \)

The new term in the objective function of the church corresponds to the loss induced by the fact that joining the church is not compulsory. It can be seen as the maximal price that this church is willing to pay for a compulsory attendance statute. Thus, the church is not maximising total welfare in society because the welfare of ‘outsiders’ is ignored (see discussion below).

\[ \begin{align*}
V_a &= - \int_0^a \alpha g(x) dx + \int_a^1 (1 - \alpha) g(x) dx = 0.
\end{align*} \] (3)

- The second-order condition is trivially satisfied. It is straightforward to check that \( V_{aa} = -1 \) for the uniform distribution.
- The assumption of identical valuation \( v \) is for exposition convenience only.
- It trivially follows from \( v - \alpha(a - x) = v - (1 - \alpha)(x - 0). \)
The first-order condition of this problem is\(^\text{13}\)

\[
V'_a = V_a - a[v - a(1 - a)]g(za) + \int_0^2 a g(x)dx = 0. \tag{4}
\]

Note that, previously, the interior solution was necessarily strictly positive. Now, this is not the case. Sufficient conditions for a strictly positive interior solution are

\[
v < (1 - a)/[a g(0)] \quad \text{and} \quad g'(0) \geq 0. \tag{5}
\]

The second condition is trivially satisfied by the uniform distribution. Suppose the gain from consuming the church’s local public good is very large. As a consequence, the church should make sure that everyone joins it. Accordingly, the optimal location must be zero: the church makes a non-church in itself.

As long as \(v\) is not very large, the optimal location is strictly to the right of the non-church. However, note from the first-order condition that it is not clear whether \(G(a) < 1 - a\). If \(v\) is small, it is the case that \(G(a) > 1 - a\). However, if \(v\) is sufficiently large, the church moves left relative to the previous case of inexistence of a non-church, and \(G(a) < 1 - a\). On one hand, the introduction of a non-church implies that the church should become stricter to minimise its member costs: there is an incentive to move right, as the church loses members in the lowest tail of religious strictness. However, the presence of a non-church asserts that the number of believers decreases \(\text{ceteris paribus}\): there is an incentive to move left to minimise the loss in the number of members choosing the non-church. The exact location of the church when a non-church is present will depend on the relative strength of these two opposing forces.

Note that the gain \(v\) now plays a key role in the determination of the optimal location. This is so because the church and the non-church compete for those individuals who have preference for small strictness.

The explicit solution is

\[
a^{**} = \frac{1 - a - va}{(1 - a)[1 + (1 - a)]}. \tag{6}
\]

It is clear that the new optimal location can be to the left or right of \(1 - a\), depending on \(a\) and \(v\). It is easy to show that for \(v > 1\), the introduction of the non-church leads to a more liberal church.

Fig. 1 illustrates the value of the optimal location for both absence and presence of a non-church as a religious option. In Fig. 1, \(X = (1 - a)z(2 - a)\), \(Y = 1 - a\) and \(Z = 1/[1 + (1 - a)]\). It is plain to see that for low values of \(v\), the optimal location \(a^{**}\) is above \(1 - a\). However, for most values of \(v\), a less conservative church will result. This feature of the model explains one of the stylised facts about religion evolution, even if not one which is usually stressed: With religious freedom, meaning that people have the option of not belonging to a church, the main church becomes less conservative in their views so as to prevent some people from leaving the church. This effect occurs even if there is no change in preferences for

\(^{13}\) The properties of the uniform distribution ensure that the second-order condition is satisfied:

\[
V''_{aa} = a^2(2 - a) - 1 < 0.
\]
religious strictness, which is the usual explanation for the more liberal trend in main churches. The mere change from compulsory membership in the church to voluntary membership is enough to produce this stylised fact.

This result has direct implication on the interpretation of the relationship between religious strictness and membership. In the scientific study of religion, there has been some discussion on church strictness, church competition and the proportion of population without religious affiliation (Martin, 1978; Lambert, 1996). Following these authors’ analysis, we can divide the Western world into six types of religious participation:

1. Mono-Catholic with high participation: Austria, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain
2. Mono-Catholic with low participation: Belgium, France
3. Mono-Protestant with high participation: Scotland
4. Mono-Protestant with low participation: England and Wales (Anglican), Scandinavia (Lutheran), Iceland
5. Multi-denominational with high participation: Canada, USA
6. Multi-denominational with low participation: the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland.

Only Belgium, France and the Netherlands are considered ‘laicised regions’ where more than 25% declare without religion.

Observing that the Catholic Church is nowadays stricter than most of the Protestant denominations, we can say that, in a monopolistic context, it is more likely that we have high participation when a church is conservative rather than liberal. Such observation is supported by the model arguing that, when there is high participation, the church can afford to be conservative whereas, when there is low participation, the church must become liberal.
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We have so far considered a church that maximises benefits to its members. An alternative assumption for the objective function of the church would be to assume that churches maximise society’s welfare. In our context, that amounts to minimising total transport costs. It is straightforward to compute the optimal strictness choice as $a = 1/(1 + x)$. This implies the church is more conservative, without ambiguity, in relation to our previous objective function. This is so because, since the church maximises total welfare, it recognises that individuals with preference for a very low level of religious strictness will be better off at the non-church choice than by joining the church. As they move away from the church, it can concentrate more on those individuals in society with higher preference for religion strictness. Therefore, it becomes more conservative. This intuition also makes clear why assuming a church that maximises total welfare is less appealing than our maintained assumption. Under total welfare maximisation, the church must value some individuals more when they choose the non-church than when they are affiliated with the church (for example, a person located at 0 is valued by the church as much as one with preference for the optimal strictness $a^*$). Accordingly, we retain maximisation of members net benefits as the objective function of the church.

2. Two Churches

Consider now the case where there are two churches, one located at $a$ (church $A$) and the other located at $b$ (church $B$), where $b \geq a$, without loss of generality, in addition to the non-church located at zero. Both churches produce the same local public good, but differ in the strictness that they impose on their members.

An individual located at $j \in (a, b)$ is indifferent between joining a church located at $a$ and a church located at $b$, where $j = (1 - x)a + xb$.

Church $A$’s objective function is

$$V^A = \int_a^j [v - x(a-x)]g(x)dx + \int_j^a [v - (1-x)(x-a)]g(x)dx$$

$$= V' - \int_j^1 [v - (1-x)(x-a)]g(x)dx. \quad (5)$$

Let us define $V''$ as $V$, where $a$ is replaced by $b$. Church $B$’s objective function is

$$V^B = \int_j^b [v - x(b-x)]g(x)dx + \int_j^1 [v - (1-x)(x-b)]g(x)dx$$

$$= V'' - \int_j^0 [v - x(b-x)]g(x)dx \quad (6)$$

Churches compete in a Nash environment. Therefore, the solution to the location problem is derived by simultaneously solving $V'^A = 0$ and $V'^B = 0$. 
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Church A’s first-order condition is

\[ V_A^a = V'_a + (1 - \alpha)[v - (1 - \alpha)z(b - a)]g(j) - \int_0^1 (1 - \alpha)g(x)dx = 0. \]  

Similarly, church B’s first-order condition is

\[ V_B^b = V''_b - \alpha[v - \alpha(1 - \alpha)(b - a)]g(j) + \int_0^j \alpha g(x)dx = 0. \]

Solving \( V_A^a = 0 \) and \( V_B^b = 0 \) gives best-response functions \( \hat{a}(b) \) and \( \hat{b}(a) \). Since second-order conditions are assumed to be satisfied, the signs of the reaction function are given by

\[ V_{ab}^a = (1 - \alpha)\alpha^2 g(j) + [v - \alpha(1 - \alpha)(b - a)](1 - \alpha)\alpha g'(j) > 0 \quad (8) \]

\[ V_{ba}^b = \alpha(1 - \alpha)^2 g(j) - [v - \alpha(1 - \alpha)(b - a)]\alpha(1 - \alpha)g'(j) > 0 \quad (9) \]

where the signs follow from \( g'(x) = 0 \) for the uniform distribution.\(^{14}\)

Solving the reaction functions for the equilibrium values of churches’ locations, one has \( a(v) \) and \( b(v) \).\(^{15}\) Note that the slope of the reaction functions yields that \( a \) and \( b \) are strategic complements. Fig. 2 illustrates the Nash equilibrium.

Consider now a marginal increase of \( v \):

\[ V_{av}^a = -\alpha g(\alpha a) + (1 - \alpha)g(j) \]

\[ V_{bv}^b = -\alpha g(j) < 0 \]

Observing \( V_{av}^a \) and \( V_{bv}^b \) we can distinguish two effects: first, there is an effect similar to that presented in Section 1 – church A becomes more liberal because it is more costly to lose people to the non-church. Since locations are strategic complements, church B also changes to a more liberal set of religious choices. At the same time, it is also more costly to lose people to the competitor; therefore, there is a second effect by which the two churches converge. As a consequence, the more conservative denomination becomes more liberal but the same result does not apply to the more liberal denomination.

In terms of our previous discussion, we derive the implication that in multi-denominational societies where there is no dominant church, we cannot infer a lot from participation. As in our model, when there is more than one church (one being more conservative than the other), it is not clear if the proportion of the population joining the non-church at the Nash equilibrium is higher than when

---

\(^{14}\) For a more general characterisation, see the appendix at http://ppbarros.fe.unl.pt/papers.html.

\(^{15}\) The analysis performed holds at the margin. To ensure equilibrium, it is necessary that a church does not want to deviate, in a discrete way, to the other side, in strictness location, of the competing church. We assume here, in the vein of Austen-Smith (1996), that such deviations do not occur due to reputation effects. Otherwise, on technical grounds, it is necessary to characterise the conditions under which they are non-profitable.
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there is only one church. This observation seems to be consistent with empirical evidence.\footnote{According to Hull and Bold (1998), an increase in the variety of products usually results in an increase in total market sales. The authors suggest that this is not necessarily the case in the religious market. Where product variety has significant costs, an increase in variety may reduce total market penetration.}

As to the Catholic Church, we can observe that it is usually more conservative in mono-Catholic countries with high participation (no competition from other denominations or the non-church) than in mono-Catholic countries with low participation (competition from the non-church) and multi-denominational countries (competition from other denominations).

An interesting observation raised by the Catholic Church decision-making mechanism is the optimisation problem faced by the Vatican. In terms of our model, the Vatican is presented in multiple markets (say, each country) facing potential or actual local competition. In other words, the Catholic Church cannot be liberal in one country and conservative in another. The consequence is that we should expect the Catholic Church to become more liberal if pressed by the non-church in the larger markets (say, larger countries) and more conservative if pressed by other denominations in the larger markets. Following the evidence presented by Martin (1978), we can suggest that secularisation movements in Northern Europe press the Catholic Church to become more liberal but are offset by the growing (potential or actual) competition from stricter sects in the U.S.\footnote{The fact that the Catholic Church offers various strict monastic orders and less strict lay movements eventually responds to this tension.}
3. A Church and a Sect

Our framework is also suitable to address the apparent contradiction between the secularisation movement (in the sense that religion is declining) and empirical evidence on the recent trends in religion. According to Marler and Hadaway (1992), church authorities have faced in recent years:

(i) changes in denominational priorities
(ii) rising costs of building new and expanding old churches
(iii) increasingly specialised bureaucracy dealing with religious affairs.

Simultaneously, the religious market become more competitive with new denominations. These entrants have an increasing average congregation size and grow faster than older incumbents. They seem to ‘plant churches’ on areas of high population, high in-migration rates or unchurched people groups. Quite in contrast to the ‘secularisation theory’, the religious market seems to be booming in the U.S., both in terms of supply (number of denominations available in the market) and demand (the number of individuals in the market).

According to Martin (1978), secularisation in Western Europe, on the other hand, has been affected by five key factors:

(i) Success or failure of Protestant reform
(ii) Church’s attitude to Enlightenment
(iii) Church’s attitude to democracy
(iv) The church as a mean of national identity and control of the state
(v) The impact of communism

In clear opposition to the ‘secularisation theory’, Martin (1978) argues that, even though the political influence of the different churches in Europe has been substantially fallen in this century, that is not say that religion has become less important.

Stark and Bainbridge (1985) claim that secularisation is a myth and the religious market is essentially in steady state. Montgomery (1996a) has shown that cycles arise even though the aggregate distribution of religious preferences remains constant over time, depending on key parameters characterising denomination loyalty and strictness.

Our model proposes another explanation to solve this apparent contradiction between the ‘secularisation theory’ or movement and the empirical evidence that the religious market is booming. When a denomination is monopolist, it is fairly conservative and a proportion of the population has no religious affiliation (joins the non-church). If some individuals change preferences by softening their religious strictness or the value of the public good provided by the church decreases, the monopolistic church becomes more liberal to keep them. Such a move opens room for conservative entries in the market. In other words, when a group of people becomes less religious (an axiom of the ‘secularisation theory’), it is possible that the number of denominations available in the market increases. Moreover, it is not necessarily true that more individuals have no religious affiliation (precisely because the former monopolistic church became more liberal).
The reform of the main Christian churches in Europe as a rational response to secularisation on one hand, and increasing competition on the other hand is documented in Dobbelaere (1993).\(^{18}\)

One of the most well-documented features about religion choices is the emergence of numerous sects, with the majority being created as a stricter dissidence from the religious option provided by the main church. In general, a church is defined as a specific branch of Christianity,\(^{19}\) supported by an establishment. A sect is an organised group holding stricter views on religion, usually one that has seceded from a larger body. Thus, entry considerations are of interest.

We define a church as a Stackelberg leader, and a sect as a follower. Therefore, church \(A\) and sect \(B\) do not play a Nash game, but a Stackelberg game. This is justified by the presumption that a church makes a stronger commitment to its strictness level than the sect. The ability of a sect to set and change strictness is higher than that of a church. For clarity of exposition, we will refer to the case of entry by a sect.\(^{20}\)

We do not explicitly consider the role of entry costs. It is trivial to obtain that, for zero entry costs, one should see a proliferation of sects, while, for sufficiently high entry costs, entry is blocked. Hence, there is a range of entry costs for which entry occurs. We also ignore the entry-deterrence effect that may be associated with such fixed costs.\(^{21}\) The outcome of entry games is dependent on the timing and sequencing of entry. We assume that only one entrant decides to enter.\(^{22}\)

We study the case where the sect, sect \(B\), considers an optimal location \(b\) to the right of \(a\); a sect is much stricter than a church. Sect \(B\)'s optimisation problem is similar to the one solved by church \(B\) in the previous section; it takes \(a\) as given. Church \(A\) is a Stackelberg leader and, therefore, anticipates the sect’s location problem. The first-order condition of the optimisation problem is

\[
V^A_a = V^A + V^A_b \hat{b}_a = 0
\]

where \(V^A_b\) is \(V^A\) with \(b\) replaced by the sect’s reaction function \(\hat{b}(a)\).

It is clear from (5) that \(V^A_b\) is positive; the stricter the sect is, the better it is for the church. We know already that, under our assumptions, \(\hat{b}_a > 0\). Therefore, it must be the case that \(a\) is larger when the church is a Stackelberg leader rather than a Nash player. In the equilibrium location, church and sect are more conservative than the chosen locations of two churches.

In summary, the model reproduces the following stylised fact: in societies where the main church competes with another church, we expect the main church to be fairly liberal (U.K., Scandinavia); in societies where the main church competes

\(^{18}\) Note that, in the context of our model, a church becoming more liberal is an endogenous decision. In other words, we do not need to have a shift of preferences to observe a given incumbent church to become more liberal.

\(^{19}\) Of course, other examples based on different religions can be put forward.

\(^{20}\) For the formal argument, nothing essential hinges on this. The crucial element, and a reasonable one in our view, is that the entrant behaves as a follower with respect to strictness location decisions.

\(^{21}\) The analysis would replicate the arguments pioneered by Dixit (1979) and, by now, extensively discussed in the industrial organisation literature.

\(^{22}\) The number of entrants will depend on the level of entry fixed costs and on the specified rules – sequential vs simultaneous entry. For example, under simultaneous entry decisions, too much entry may occur (Dixit and Shapiro, 1986).
with sects, we expect the main church to be fairly conservative (Southern Europe, Brazil, U.S.), *ceteris paribus*.

Using the results presented previously, we can now address the following question: assuming that there is one church and a non-church, when and where should we expect entry by a sect in this market? That is, is the sect more liberal or stricter in religious terms than the main church?

The established denomination is located at $a^{**}$ such that (4) is satisfied. From (8), we know that, if the entrant moves to the right of $a^{**}$, the established church will move in that direction. From (9), we know that if the entrant moves to the left of $a^{**}$, the established church will move in that direction. The entrant acts like a follower, its decision being characterised by (7).

In a sense, the solution to the problem depends on the relative value of the gain from consuming the local public good in terms of transport costs. If $v$ is very large, we know that $a^{**}$ is close to (perhaps is) zero. An entrant with no entry costs will always find it profitable to enter to the right of the established church. For some range of parameter values, the model also reproduces the observed fact that sects (entrants) have fewer followers than the main church in equilibrium. If $v$ is sufficiently small and $\alpha$ is such that $a^{**}$ is to the right of $1 - \alpha$, then an entrant may find that entry to the left of $1 - \alpha$ is profitable. The existence of a non-church affects not only the location of an established church, but also the entry game.

With no competition other than the non-church, a church will be more or less liberal, depending on the optimal solution to the trade-off between gaining more members and satisfying the more conservative members. With competition of another church or sect, a church will become more conservative if the entrant is conservative, or more liberal if the entrant is liberal.

The above analysis provides an economic rationale to historical events and practices in the light of previous work by economists. Of course, historical events are the product of complex factors and our model is too simple to capture all the features. We propose competition (rather than rent-seeking) as an explanation for some historical facts. This new interpretation complements (rather than substitutes) previous literature. For example, the great East–West schism in the eleventh century (mutual excommunication was imposed in 1054 and only abolished in 1965) can be seen as a consequence of different objective functions faced by Eastern and Western Catholic churches and competitive pressure. The Western Catholic Church was by then a monopolist, with monarchs and rulers accepting the role of the Pope as head of the church and Rome as religious capital. However, the Eastern Catholic Church was faced with stiff competition from Muslims and local Greek minor religious movements. Many of the local rulers and vassals of the Eastern Roman Empire were not Catholic and looked to Mecca or Baghdad as religious capitals. As a consequence, whereas Rome could embrace a conservative programme since nobody really disputed the authority of the Pope, Constantinople could not accept such move and eventually decided to split.\(^{23}\)

---

\(^{23}\) For example, the Eastern Church refused to stop allowing Greek priests to marry since that was allowed by other local Greek minor religious movements.
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The distinctive change of Catholic doctrine concerning sin and its punishment can be seen in the context of a rational response to competition from the non-church and potential entrants, rather than simply rent-seeking as pointed out by Ekelund et al. (1992). The origins of sins and its punishment are presented in the Old and New Testaments but its extension to almost all dimensions of man dates from the Early Middle Ages (in particular, with the development of canon law), achieving its highest peak with the Inquisition in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. As competition is almost eliminated from the early days through the Middle Ages, religious punishment of sins becomes more and more severe. Once the Catholic Church monopoly in the Western world is threatened and the authority of the Pope is disputed, the concept of sin and its punishment evolves as a reaction to competitive pressure. For example, after the Enlightenment, when competition comes from what we have called a non-church, the Catholic doctrine opts for a less severe notion of sin and a much less severe doctrine allowing minor stricter Christian denominations to enter the market. 24

Within the model, we can also propose an interpretation for the recent growth of sects. A consequence of the secularisation movement that we have discussed before is that the established church has become increasingly more liberal so as to compete with a non-church, i.e. to avoid people giving up on religion. The model tells us that an entry to the right of the established church (a stricter religious organisation) has become more valuable. Thus, entry by sects seems more likely. As a consequence, the established church may have to halt its liberalisation and even become conservative. In a sense, an established church faces pressure on both sides: there is more competition from the non-church because it becomes more attractive, given that a religious good is less valuable, and from a rival sect. In particular, our analysis suggests that there is a time pattern where more religious freedom leads first to a movement towards a more liberal stance which, in turn, facilitates entry by sects that are more strict. Then, to cope with this entry, the main church may halt or even reverse the tendency towards a more liberal church. This description seems to fit real-world phenomena well, although a full rigorous test of the several trade-offs mentioned above is called for. 25

4. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we propose an economic theory of church behaviour given the religious preferences of the population. A church chooses its religious strictness to maximise its objective function taking into account the distribution of preferences across population, the value of the religious good it produces (a local public good) and the existence of a rival church, a sect or a non-church, that is, the possibility of individuals being not affiliated with a formal church. We have distinguished a church from a sect by arguing that a sect behaves like a Stackelberg follower. We show that the potential entry of sects induces an incumbent church to become

24 See Hull and Bold (1994) and Lipford et al. (1995) for other economic theories of hell and preaching.
25 In particular, we base our interpretation on a frictionless world, whereas in the real world adjustment costs are likely to limit the speed and path of adjustment.
more conservative whereas the possibility of opting for no religious affiliation has an ambiguous effect: on one hand, the church may become more liberal to compete with this non-church; on the other hand, it may become more conservative because its members are more conservative since the liberals leave the church.

Using an economic theory of church behaviour, we discuss different issues involving religious behaviour, namely the apparent contradiction between the so-called 'secularisation theory' and the growth of religious movements; the decision-making trade-off faced by the Catholic Church and the rational response of remaining conservative.

We offer new explanations for some well-established stylised facts. Thus, future empirical research should confront the implications of our analysis with more traditional explanations.
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